New Arrivals – 16-31 December 2018

Class D – World History And History Of Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, New Zealand

Call number: DU213 M511 2013
Author: -
Title: Melbourne & Victoria: Australia's southern jewel

Class N – Fine Arts

Call number: NC1764.5.U6 B86 2011
Author: Brosgl, Vera
Title: Anya's ghost

Class P – Language And Literature

Call number: PS3601.S54224 T44 2009
Author: Asher, Jay, 1975-
Title: Th1rteen r3asons why

Call number: PR6120.H67 H32 2016
Author: Thorne, Jack
Title: Harry Potter and the cursed child. Parts one and two
New Arrivals – 16-31 December 2018

**We’ll fly away**

- **Call number**: PZ7.1.B63 W36 2018
- **Author**: Bliss, Bryan
- **Title**: We’ll fly away

**Clayton Byrd goes underground**

- **Call number**: PS3545.I5473 C62 2017
- **Author**: Williams-Garcia, Rita
- **Title**: Clayton Byrd goes underground

**This one summer**

- **Call number**: PN6727.T363 T55 2014
- **Author**: Tamaki, Mariko, Tamaki, Jillian, 1980-
- **Title**: This one summer
- **Publication info**: New York: First Second, 2014

**War storm**

- **Call number**: PZ7.A9529 W25 2018
- **Author**: Aveyard, Victoria
- **Title**: War storm

**Izzy's war**

- **Call number**: PR6054.E933 I99 2010
- **Author**: Dewar, Isla
- **Title**: Izzy's war
- **Publication info**: London: Ebury Press, 2010
New Arrivals – 16-31 December 2018

Call number: PZ7.F7524 D7 2006  
Author: Forde, Catherine, 1961-  
Title: The drowning pond  

Class Q – Science

Call number: QH308.7 C172 2018  
Author: Jones, M. (Mary), 1938-, Parkin, Matthew  
Title: Cambridge International AS & A level biology : practical workbook  
Publication info: Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2018

Class T – Technology

Call number: TP548 W766 2017  
Author: -  
Title: Wine making, tasting and selecting  